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Flexural slip is considered to be an important folding mechanism contributing in 
the development of different folds such as chevron, and kink-band buckle folds. Various 
filed studies have provided a general conceptual and qualitative understanding of flexural 
slip. However, quantitative evidence of the importance of the flexural slip mechanism 
during fold evolution is sparse, as the actual amount of surface parallel displacement, and 
timing, is difficult to measure accurately, due to the lack of suitable strain markers.  
In this study 2D finite element analysis is used to overcome these disadvantages 
and to simulate flexural slip during viscoelastic buckle folding. Variations of single and 
multilayer layer fold configurations are investigated, showing that flexural slip is most 
likely to occur in effective single layer buckle folds where slip occurs between contacts 
of competent units. Based on the effective single layer buckle folds the influence of the 
number of slip surfaces, the degree of mechanical coupling (based on friction 
coefficient), and bedding unit thickness, on the resulting slip distribution are investigated.  
The results are in agreement with the conceptual flexural slip model and show 
that slip is initiated sequentially during the deformation history and is maximum in the 
center of the fold limb. The cumulative amount of slip increases as the number of 
bedding contacts is increased. For a lower degree of mechanical coupling different fold 
shapes, such as box folds, result during buckling. In comparison with laboratory 
experiments, geometrical relationships and field observations the numerical modeling 
results show similar slip magnitudes as observed in the field. It is concluded that flexural 
slip may represent a significant contribution during buckle folding and may affect the 
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Folds in the subsurface are geologic structures of great importance for subsurface 
engineering purposes. Anticlinal shapes are conventional hosts for fluids and the study of 
fold shapes can help on more accurate predictions of reservoir rock volumes. In addition, 
natural fracturing is often observed during folding (Carminati et al., 2014, Cosgrove and 
Ameen, 2000, Eckert et al., 2014, Lisjak and Grasselli, 2014, Ramsay, 1967, Ramsay and 
Huber, 1987, Ramsay and Huber, 1997, Sanz et al., 2008). Moreover, the study of 
fracture distribution and inter connectivity is very important to understand preferable 
pathways for enhanced fluid flow in reservoir rocks. Occurrence of fractures is also 
important for the exploration of ore deposit accumulation in mineral veins. Field studies 
help on the understanding of these structures; however, they do not represent the 
subsurface in situ conditions. In order to overcome this obstacle, numerical mechanical 
earth models are widely used to simulate the state of stress of geologic structures at depth 
(Sanz et al., 2008, Eckert et al., 2014, von Tscharner and Schmalholz, 2015).  
Layer parallel movement of bedding units, termed the flexural slip mechanism, is 
known to strongly influence the development of different fold shapes (Fowler and 
Winsor, 1996, Ghassemi et al., 2010, Dewey, 1965) and being often observed in outcrops 
(Sanz et al., 2008, Cooke and Pollard, 1997, Behzadi and Dubey, 1980, Dubey and 
Cobbold, 1976, Chapple and Spang, 1974). Couples et al. (1998) argued about complex 
fracture overprinting and surface damage (Lewis, 1946) that would arise during flexural 
slip folding; in addition to the agreement of others that flexural slip exert an important 
influence on the strain distribution throughout folds (Hippertt and Tohver, 2002, 
Medwedeff, 1997, Peters et al., 2015, Su et al., 2014). Also, the reactivation of flexural 
slip is observed to accommodate surface deformation during earthquakes, 
underestimating the measurement of these seismic event magnitudes (Klinger and 
Rockwell, 1989). Tanner (1989) introduces some field data on folds influenced by the 
internal activation of bedding units from South Georgia (South Atlantic), North Devon 
(England) and Cardigan Bay (Wales), but confesses the difficulty of finding suitable 
outcrop markers for this study, in addition to the lack of quantitative models for this 
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mechanism. Qualitative models of the flexural slip mechanism are available in the 
literature (Carminati et al., 2014, Delvaux et al., 2013, Erslev and Mayborn, 1997, 
Fowler, 1996, Fowler and Winsor, 1996, Gutierrez-Alonso and Gross, 1999, Tanner, 
1989, Zuluaga et al., 2014). 
The finite element modeling approach is often used to simulate mechanical earth 
models with complex geometries and set of boundary conditions (Grainger, 2012, 
Zienkiewicz et al., 2005, Sanz et al., 2008, Eckert et al., 2014, Eckert et al., 2015, Peters 
et al., 2015). A variety of tectonic settings, such as plate convergence boundaries 
(Colman-Sadd, 1978, Casciello et al., 2009, Carminati et al., 2014) and halokinetic 
environments (Grainger, 2012), exhibit folding of strata by buckling (Simon, 2004). In 
addition, buckle folds are well defined theoretically (Biot, 1961, Biot, 1965a, Biot, 
1965b, Currie et al., 1962, Ramberg, 1959, Ramberg, 1963, Ramberg, 1964a, Ramberg, 
1970), being successfully simulated under in situ stress conditions (Eckert et al., 2014, 
Eckert et al., 2015, Frehner, 2011, Schmid and Podladchikov, 2006, Peters et al., 2015, 
Zhang et al., 1996, Zhang et al., 2000, von Tscharner and Schmalholz, 2015) and 
laboratory experimentation (Behzadi and Dubey, 1980, Dubey and Cobbold, 1976). 
However, these conventional buckle fold numerical models disregard the effect of 
internal activation of bedding units during folding.  
The main objective of this study is to numerically simulate flexural slip during 
buckle folding (using 2D finite element analysis) to provide a better and more 
quantitative understanding of the flexural slip mechanism. Numerical models using linear 
viscoelastic rheology (Zhang et al., 1996, Zhang et al., 2000, Eckert et al., 2014, Eckert et 
al., 2015) have achieved results in agreement to field observations; therefore, this study 
uses the same material definition. Moreover, the initiation and amplification of buckle 
folds is well understood, thus enabling the study of the influence of scale-independent 
parameters on the spatial and temporal evolution of flexural slip during buckle folding. 
The initiation of slip for single- and multilayer buckle folds is firstly compared. Slip 
initiation is investigated at individual bedding units, following the parametric analysis 
with respect to number of discrete surfaces, spacing of bedding units, friction resistance, 
overburden load, and rheology. The conditions for which flexural-slip takes place are 
identified and a quantitative understanding of the flexural slip mechanism is established. 
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1.2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
This section gathers the most important literature contributions for the flexural 
slip mechanism and the numerical modeling of buckle folds.  
1.2.1 The Flexural Slip Mechanism. Flexural slip is a mechanism of strain 
distribution within the fold that involves the initiation of slip on surfaces of discontinuity 
between individual bedding units as the upper unit slides towards the fold anticlinal axis 
(Davis et al., 1984, Price and Cosgrove, 1990, Ramsay, 1967, Ramsay, 1974, Tanner, 
1989, Twiss and Moores, 1973). Flexural slip during is commonly observed in outcrops 
and contributes significantly in the development of different fold shapes, such as chevron 
and box-folds (de Sitter, 1958, Dubey and Cobbold, 1976, Hudleston et al., 1996, 
Ramsay, 1974). Also, the Zagros Mountains in Iran are a well-studied example of large-
scale parallel fold formation by buckling of a competent group influenced by the flexural-
slip mechanism (Colman-Sadd, 1978).  
The flexural slip model presented by Ramsay (1974) and Tanner (1989) describes 
that slip values are greatest at the inflexion points in the limbs and that slip decreases to 
zero at the fold hinge and then appears in opposite sense in the opposing limb at the same 
stratigraphic level (Tanner, 1989). As the limbs of flexural slip folds rotate, bedding 
parallel shear is relieved by an increasing number of movement horizons, while units 
between movement horizons are also deformed by simple shear (Tanner, 1989). The slip 
vector on the bedding parallel slip surfaces, based on slickenfibre patterns, is at right 
angles to the fold axis (Nieuwenkamp, 1928, Tanner, 1989). Field, experimental and 
theoretical studies on flexural-slip folds (Behzadi and Dubey, 1980, Ramsay and Huber, 
1987) have assumed that slip takes place between each competent-competent or 
competent-incompetent unit. However, Sanz et al. (2008), using elasto-plastic numerical 
models to simulate the Sheep Mountain Anticline (Wyoming) as a forced fold show that 
the flexural-slip mechanism develops between layers with similar stiffness. Whenever a 
significant stiffness difference between layers is present, the frictional strength of the 
bedding surface is not exceeded, as the incompetent unit rather deforms internally by 
simple shear (Sanz et al., 2008). This is in agreement with observations for multilayered 
folds in the Zagros Mountains (Iran), which feature less influence of the flexural-slip 
mechanism where incompetent units deform rather than slip (Casciello et al., 2009). 
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Couples et al. (1998) observed the role of bedding-plane slip on strain partitioning 
and superposition during bending. As an individual layer deforms by tangential-
longitudinal strain, superimposed strains result in contradictory sense of strain as new 
surfaces activate and create independent deforming layers in the competent layer. In 
addition, Couples et al. (1998) state that hierarchical initiation of mechanical units during 
folding in an individual layer occurs, assuming that activation of sliding surfaces takes 
place at different times. This is in agreement with the studies conducted by Tanner (1989) 
in South Georgia (South Atlantic), North Devon (England) and Cardigan Bay (Wales), 
and by (Horne and Culshaw, 2001) in Nova Scotia, Canada, which show that only some 
bedding planes initiate movement during folding, while other beds are kept welded. 
Based on numerical models of an extensional fault-tip monocline, Smart et al. (2009) 
show that for models where inter-bedding slip is permitted, strain localization occurs in 
individual layers bounded by the slip surfaces. For models where slip is prevented, strains 
are more homogeneously distributed across layer boundaries. 
While the observations of flexural slip folding from field outcrops provide 
significant qualitative evidence of the importance of the flexural slip mechanism during 
fold evolution, a lack of planar strain markers in outcropped folds makes a 
comprehensive quantitative analysis identifying the amount and timing of flexural slip a 
difficult task (Tanner, 1989). This limitation can be overcome by the use of numerical 
models, and the studies of Couples et al. (1998), Sanz et al. (2008) and Smart et al. 
(2009) provide additional insights into the flexural slip mechanism. However, from these 
studies it is clear that the development of flexural slip and the conditions for its initiation 
within fold structures are dependent on different, specific folding mechanisms (such as 
forced folding and buckle folding). Due to the large variety of structures resulting from 
forced folding, a generalized flexural-slip model does not exist and the slip pattern 
strongly depends on the specific structural geometry (Sanz et al., 2008, Perritt and 
Roberts, 2007, Smart et al., 2009). 
As observed, several field studies explain the flexural slip mechanism 
qualitatively. However, the field measurement limitations impose difficulty for field 
studies, requiring laboratory and numerical simulation to overcome this barrier. The few 
field data available are measured from chevron folds (Tanner, 1989) and display the 
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amount of slip and bedding unit thickness of a specific limb dip angle. Laboratory tests 
are performed by Behzadi and Dubey (1980) and show the amount of total slip evolution 
with limb dip at different locations throughout the development of a chevron fold. 
Ramsay (1967) proposes geometrical relationships for the magnitude of slip as the 
summation of circular arc lengths in order to approximate the shape of the folded 
mechanical unit. The main short comes of the quantitative data on the flexural slip 
mechanisms are that, field data measurements consider only one step in time for chevron 
folds; laboratory data are also restricted to development of chevron folds at surface 
conditions; and the geometrical relationship approximation does not take into account 
frictional resistance, bedding unit internal deformation, neither decreases of bedding unit 
thicknesses. 
1.2.2 Numerical Modeling of Buckle Folds. Theoretical definitions of buckle 
fold developments are well defined in literature by the works of Biot (1961), Currie et al. 
(1962) and Ramberg (1964), being successfully modeled using viscoelastic rheology with 
in situ stress conditions (Eckert et al., 2014, Eckert et al., 2015, Frehner, 2011, Schmid 
and Podladchikov, 2006, Peters et al., 2015, Zhang et al., 1996, Zhang et al., 2000, von 
Tscharner and Schmalholz, 2015). In order to avoid unrealistic elastic stress magnitudes, 
at depth, without yielding, the viscoelastic rheology is kept by the definition of 
Schmalholz and Podladchikov (1999, 2001b) for magnitude of 𝑅 =
𝜆𝑒
𝜆𝑣
 (elastic dominant 
wavelength/ viscoelastic dominant wavelength) smaller than 1. Definitions of different 
folding modes proposed by Schmid and Podladchikov (2006) define the dominant 




). The introduction of frictional behavior (Sanz et al., 2008) between each pair of 
discrete contacts enables the initiation of the flexural slip during buckling of folds. 
Evidently, the literature lacks of numerical models to quantify the flexural slip 
mechanism, as noted by Tanner (1989). 
 
1.3. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND QUESTIONS  
The main objective of this study is to numerically simulate viscoelastic (Hunt et 
al., 2000, Ramberg, 1964b, Schmalholz and Podladchikov, 1999) buckle folds including 
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initiation of bedding unit in order to quantify the flexural slip mechanism at depth. 2D 
finite element analysis is used to simulate buckle folds under in-situ stress conditions 
following the approach presented by Eckert et al. (2014, 2015),  Zhang et al. (1996, 
2000), and Sanz et al. (2008). 
More specific objectives of this study include: 
1) Setup finite element models of buckle folds that include frictional behavior 
between each bedding unit contact; 
2) Compare flexural slip between single- and multilayer buckle folds with 
different bedding unit arrangements; 
3) Identify an arrangement for the folding layer stack in which the flexural slip 
mechanism is favorable; 
4) Study the evolution of flexural slip at individual discrete surfaces during 
buckling; and, perform sensitivity analyses with respect to the number of 
discrete surfaces, thickness of bedding units, mechanical coupling, overburden 
load and rheology; 
5) Provide quantitative analysis from numerical model to the literature. 
Within the framework of these research objectives the following specific research 
questions are addressed: 
 Which parameters should be used to effectively display the evolution of slip 
initiation and total slip? 
 Does flexural slip take place between each competent-incompetent and 
competent-competent contacts? 
 What is the distribution of slip within a buckle fold? 
 How do parameter variations influence the development of different fold shapes? 
 Are the qualitative observations in agreement with the numerical results? 
 How do the numerical models compare with available quantitative data? 
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2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
 
2.1. STRESS DEFINITIONS 
This section presents the basic theory and definition in order to define the state of 
stress in the subsurface. 
2.1.1 State of Stress. Rock mechanics is a term defined as the “branch of 
mechanics concerned with the response of rock to the force fields of its physical 
environment” (Judd, 1964). The terminology soil mechanics is more suitable for studies 
of weathered or fragmented rocks (Jaeger et al., 2007). Forces that act at a specific body 
may be divided in body forces and surface forces. Body forces are proportional to the 
mass of materials and are often represented as the gravitational acceleration. Surface 
forces, or stresses, act at planes inside or at the external contour of a volume. The 
perpendicular components are equivalent to normal stresses and pressures while parallel 
components are shear stresses. Pressure magnitudes are always equal in all directions; 
however, stresses do not necessarily follow this rule.  
The traction vector defines a force vector acting at a point on an oriented surface. 
The mathematical representation of the traction vector (?⃗? ) is the ratio between force 
vector (𝑑𝐹 ) and the area (𝑑𝐴) that shrinks to a point in which the force is applied. The 
traction at a point is dependent on the normal vector (?⃗? ) to the surface shown by (Jaeger 
et al., 2007): 
 
?⃗? (?⃗? ) = 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑑𝐴→0
𝑑𝐹 
𝑑𝐴
  (2.1) 
 
Cauchy’s 1st law states that traction exerted at one side of a confined plane will 
respond on the opposite surface by traction of opposite direction. This equivalence of 
stresses has the represents the following equation (Jaeger et al., 2007):  
 




Calculations of all three traction vectors are possible by knowing the stresses at 
three mutually perpendicular planes. Cauchy’s 2nd relates traction with stress tensor and 
normal to planes by the equation (Jaeger et al., 2007): 
 
𝑇𝑖 = 𝜎𝑖𝑗𝑛𝑗  (2.3) 
 
Cauchy’s tetrahedron, in Figure 2.1, illustrates the representation of the traction 
vector in terms of the stress tensor and the normal to the plane: 
 
 
Figure 2.1. Cauchy’s tetrahedron. Representation of traction vector and normal vector of 
a plane, along with its stress tensor components.  
 
The stress tensor matrix, 𝜎𝑖𝑗, represents the state of stress in three-dimensions at a 
point, having normal stresses at the diagonal of the matrix (i=j) and shear stresses for the 








)  (2.4) 
 
The on-in convention is adopted for the stress orientation, having the index i as 
the normal vector to the surface in which the stress is parallel, and j as the direction in 
which the stress acts. Given the subsurface condition, conservation of surface forces and 
momentums for an element are expected. This balance results in the symmetry of the 
stress tensor matrix by substituting the same magnitude for the shear stresses that act at 
the same point, 𝜎𝑖𝑗 = 𝜎𝑗𝑖.  
2.1.2 Principal Stresses. The principal stresses are three mutually perpendicular 
normal stresses, in a coordinate system where wall the shear stresses vanish. This stress 
definition is very important when studying failure of rocks (i.e. Mohr’s diagram 
representations). The normal, σn, and shear stresses, τ, relate to the maximum, σ1, and 













𝑠𝑖𝑛 2𝜃   (2.6) 
 
where θ is the angle between σ1 and the normal vector to the plane. Effective stresses 
need to be taken into account as pore pressure exerts forces with opposite sign of 
compression. However, the fluid pressure does not influence shear stress magnitudes. The 
effective stresses (𝜎𝑖
′) are calculated after Terzaghi (1923), as:  
 
𝜎𝑖
′ = 𝜎𝑖 − 𝛼𝑃𝑝  (2.7) 
 
where 𝜎𝑖 is the total stress, 𝛼 is the Biot’s coefficient and Pp is the pore pressure. For 
simplified cases, disregarding poroelasticity, 𝛼 is equals to 1. The pore pressure is often 
approximated as hydrostatic and considers that pore pressure varies linearly with depth. 
This case would be approximated for highly permeable rocks in which fluids would be 
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drained from the pores as soon as compaction takes place. The equation for the 
hydrostatic pore pressure is (Jaeger et al., 2007): 
 
𝑃𝑝 = ∫𝜌𝑤𝑔𝑑𝑧   (2.8) 
 
where 𝜌𝑤 is the water density at each depth, g is the gravitational acceleration, and dz is 
the differential depth integrated for the total depth. The actual pore pressure is expected 
to be higher than the one estimated by the hydrostatic pore pressure formula and different 
models try to account for underpressure and overpressure (i.e. Eaton’s method, 
Resistivity method with depth-dependent normal compaction trendline, etc).   
The vertical stress, or overburden load, is the only stress component that is well 
quantified for a wide variety of situations. The following equation shows the estimation 
of the effective vertical stress (Jaeger et al., 2007): 
 
𝜎𝑣
′ = ∫𝜌𝑏𝑔𝑑𝑧 − 𝛼𝑃𝑝   (2.9) 
 
where 𝜌𝑏 is the rock bulk density and is integrated for each depth. The change in bulk 
density with depth can be achieved from density log data. The minimum principal stress 
can be estimated by the consideration of uniaxial strain (relaxed sedimentary basin) in 
which only the Poisson’s effect is taken into account, however, it does not apply for most 
cases. Far field stresses must be taken into account, therefore, the approximation for the 






(𝜎𝑣 − 𝛼𝑃𝑝) + 𝜎𝑒𝑥𝑡   (2.10) 
 
where 𝜈 is the Poisson’s ratio, and 𝜎𝑒𝑥𝑡 is the external stress influence from far field 
stresses. Sonica logs (P and S waves) are used to estimate 𝜈 while well testing (e.g. 
minifrac and repeat formation tests) is often used to obtain a good estimation of the in 
situ minimum horizontal stress and pore pressure (Aadnay and Looyeh, 2011). However, 
the maximum principal stress is not easily determined, requiring the utilization of 




2.2. DEFORMATION IN THE SUBSURFACE 
This section presents the basic theory and factors that influence deformation in the 
subsurface. 
2.2.1 Stress-Strain Law. The deformation and motion in a continuous body are 
related to the forces applied to this body. Strain, 𝜀𝑘𝑙, is generally defined as a function of 





(𝛻𝑢𝑘𝑙 + 𝛻. 𝑢𝑘𝑙)  (2.11) 
 
where 𝛻𝑢𝑘𝑙 and 𝛻. 𝑢𝑘𝑙 are the displacement gradient and the transposed gradient, 
respectively. The general three-dimensional equation for the stress-strain relationship 
(Hooke’s law) is (Jaeger et al., 2007): 
 
𝜎𝑖𝑗 = 𝐶𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙𝜀𝑘𝑙   (2.12) 
 
The stress tensor, 𝜎𝑖𝑗, comprised by nine components, relates to nine components 
of strain, 𝜀𝑘𝑙, by 81 independent material parameters, 𝐶𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 (Jaeger et al., 2007). 
Symmetry of the stress tensor, as previously mentioned, along with symmetry of 𝐶𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 
results in a decrease of 𝜎𝑖𝑗 and to six independent variables, 𝜎𝑖 and 𝜀𝑗, and reduction of 
𝐶𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 to 36 components, 𝐶𝑖𝑗. Therefore, the equation is simplified to: 
 
𝜎𝑖 = 𝐶𝑖𝑗𝜀𝑗    (2.13) 
 
where normal and shear components are included in the stress and strain tensor vectors. 
In addition, the material parameter matrix is symmetric, 𝐶𝑖𝑗 = 𝐶𝑗𝑖, and further reduce 𝐶𝑖𝑗 
to 21 independent variables. Consideration of isotropic material would simplify 𝐶𝑖𝑗 to the 
number of independent isotropic variables that define the material (two components for 
elastic material).  
2.2.2 Equation of Stress Equilibrium and Fluid Flow. In the subsurface, rocks 
are in static equilibrium, or displacement occurs very slowly (negligible acceleration), 
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therefore the equations of equilibrium are derived from the equation of motion (Newton’s 
second law) as (Jaeger et al., 2007):  
 
𝛻. 𝜎𝑖𝑗 + 𝜌𝑋𝑖 = 0   (2.14) 
 
where 𝛻. 𝜎𝑖𝑗 is the transposed gradient of the stress tensor and 𝜌𝑋𝑖 is the body force 
(density times gravity). In order to derive the poroelastic version of the equation of stress 
equilibrium for the displacement, the equations of stress equilibrium, stress-strain law, 





(𝛻2𝑢𝑗 + 𝛻(𝛻. 𝑢𝑗)) + 𝜌𝑋𝑖 + 𝛼𝛻𝑃𝑝 = 0 (2.15) 
 
where 𝛼𝛻𝑃𝑝 is the Biot’s coefficient times the pore pressure gradient, acting as an 
additional body force, and the Laplacian operator is defined as (Jaeger et al., 2007): 
 























= 𝛻2 (2.16) 
 
For low flow rates, as expected in the subsurface, the general Darcy’s law is given 





𝛻(𝑃𝑝 − 𝜌𝑓𝑔𝑧)   (2.17) 
 
where 𝑞𝑖 is the flow rate vector, 𝑘𝑖𝑗 is the symmetric permeability matrix, 𝜂𝑓 is the 
viscosity of the fluid, 𝜌𝑓 is the density of the fluid, 𝑔 is the gravitational acceleration 
(9.81 m/s), and 𝑧 is the depth direction. The permeability 𝑘𝑖𝑗 can be expressed in terms of 
a principal coordinate system as three components (x, y, and z), 𝑘𝑖. By introducing 
Darcy’s law into the equation of poroelastic stress equilibrium (Wang, 2000), the final 






(𝛻2𝑢𝑗 + 𝛻(𝛻. 𝑢𝑗)) + 𝜌𝑋𝑖 + 𝛼 (𝛻𝜌𝑓𝑔𝑧 −
𝜂𝑓
𝑘𝑖
𝑞𝑖) = 0 (2.18) 
 
2.2.3 Maxwell Viscoelasticity. Experimental observations have shown that 
materials are not well defined by pure elastic properties as most of them absorb some 
amount of applied stresses (Kaliske and Rothert, 1997); due to that, viscoelastic models 
are used to represent a wide variety of material behaviors. Viscoelastic simulation 
approaches (Kaliske and Rothert, 1997) often include the viscoelastic deformation 
gradient as tangential components, while volumetric deformations are considered to be 
purely elastic. The Maxwell model (Jaeger et al., 2007) for isotropic viscoelastic 




Figure 2.2. Maxwell viscoelastic rheology with relaxation boundary condition. 
Arrangement of Newtonian dashpot and Hookean spring. The series arrangement results 
in the total strain equals to the sumation of each component strain, while the stress is 
applied equally in both viscous and elastic members. 
 
The total strain rate, 𝜀̇, is the summation of the viscous strain rate, 𝜀?̇?, and elastic 
strain rate,  𝜀?̇?, from the Maxwell dashpot and spring model (Figure 2.2). The 
fundamental relationship for the total viscoelastic strain rate is: 
 






   (2.19) 
 
where 𝜎 is the total stress, ?̇? is the total stress rate, 𝜂 is the viscosity and 𝐸 is the elastic 
modulus in the element. It is possible to observe that the only parameters that are time 
dependent are the viscosity, 𝜂, and the stress rate, ?̇?.  
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Relaxation and creep are aspects of the viscoelastic solid behavior, characterized 
by constant displacement and stress at the boundary, respectively, and can be transitioned 
from one to another by the Laplace- and Fourier- transformations. For instance, 







   (2.20) 
 
where 𝜀𝑜  is the constant displacement at the boundary, t is the time, and 𝜁 is the relaxation 
time defined by the ratio between viscosity and elastic modulus, 
𝜂
𝐸
. The stress is reduced 
to zero for very large times, t→∞, while for small times, t→0, it is equal to the elastic 
stress. Kaliske and Rothert (1997) derive the relationship between stress and strain for a 
Maxwell-element in parallel with an Hooke-element. In order to derive the viscoelastic 
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   (2.21) 
 
where G is the shear modulus and λ is the Lamé’s parameter. The dynamic value for 
elastic constants is approximated from the velocity of compressional and shear wave 
logs. These values should be corrected against laboratory test (e.g. uniaxial and triaxial 
compressive tests) since they underestimate the true elastic parameters of the rock. The 
three-dimensional isotropic elastic material tensor is formed by two independent elastic 
parameters. Therefore, the shear modulus (G), bulk modulus (K), and Lamé’s parameter 

















   (2.24) 
 
The viscoelastic material tensor, 𝐶𝑖𝑗
𝑣𝑒, depends on the time step increment, ∆𝑡, and 












𝑒 (1 − 𝛿𝑖𝑗)   (2.25) 
 
where the Kronecker delta, 𝛿𝑖𝑗, is used to separate volumetric (pure shear) and isochoric 
(simple shear) components of the material tensor. The pure shear contributions are equal 
to the elastic components of 𝐶𝑖𝑗
𝑒 . The time step, ∆𝑡, is influenced by the viscous 
component, 𝜂, and can be related to the strain rate, 𝜀̇ (Figure 2.2). For instance, if the 
total stress at a Maxwell element is kept constant, decreasing 𝜂 magnitudes would result 
in more viscous behavior and small ∆𝑡 are expected (𝜀̇ increase). ∆𝑡 increases (𝜀̇ 
increase) with increasing 𝜂 and 𝐶𝑖𝑗
𝑣𝑒 becomes less fluid.  
By that, the Maxwell model considers a composite material with Newtonian fluid 
and Hookean solid components (Schmalholz and Podladchikov, 2001b). Moreover, the 
elastic response is associated to the deformation resistance and increase in stress, in the 
other hand, for the viscous response, the material flows and stresses are released.  
2.2.4 Temperature and Pressure Influence in Rock Rheology. Deformation in 
the upper levels of the crust is dominantly brittle, following Byerlee’s Law, as shown in 
Figure 2.3a (Davis et al., 1984). Strength of rocks increase linearly for increasing depths, 
as confining pressure increases. Within the middle of the crust, 10-15 km, the strength 
envelop reaches the brittle-ductile transition zone and rock deformation suffers more 
influence of temperature. For regions of recent tectonism, the depth of the brittle-ductile 
transition zone is shifted to about 6 km deep. Temperatures of 300-350
o
C generate a 
rheological discrepancy that marks reduction of strength for granitic rocks, having the 
Quartz Flow Law representing the ductile deformation at higher depths. 
The geotherm of the upper 100 km of the Earth’s surface is shown in Figure 2.3b. 
The diagram shows melting of basaltic rocks at 600 
o
C within the crust (22 km) in the 
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presence of water. The upper crust, comprised by about 10 km from the Earth’s surface, 
has maximum temperatures of 250 
o
C and is far from the melting curve. Figure 2.3c 
confirms the deformation environment of the upper crust for low temperatures. 
Dissolution creep (fluid dependent) and mechanical twinning (microstructural bending) 
are common deformation patterns for low differential stresses. For increasing differential 




Figure 2.3. Rock deformation as a function of temperature and pressures. a) Crustal 
strength envelop. The upper levels of the crust linearly increase strength with depth 
following Byerlee’s Law. At about 15 km deep, the strength envelop reaches the Brittle-
ductile transition, decreasing strength with depth as shown by the Quartz flow Law (after 
Davis et al., 1984). b) Geotherm evolution with increasing pressure. Presence of waster 
induces melting of basalt at 22 km deep (Merck, 2010). c) Deformation type as a function 
of differential stress and temperature. Initiation of fractures and mechanical twinning are 




Increasing temperatures and pressures with depth have shown high influence on 
the rheological behavior of the crust. Under high temperatures and pressures, 
metamorphic rocks develop with a high influence of plastic deformation (Davis et al., 
1984). Unlike the theoretical definition of viscous and elastic deformation, plastic 
deformation is irreversible. A material begins to deform plastically whenever its yield 
strength (yσ) is reached at a plastic strain (yε), as shown in Figure 2.4. Rocks often yield 
by strain softening (Davis et al., 1984) and that results in release of stresses with 
deformation. Rock fails if the rock strength is reached and it does not necessarily need to 
deform plastically to fail (Peters et al., 2015).  
 
 
Figure 2.4. Stress-strain evolution for an elastoplastic material. Material deforms 
elasticaly until the yield stregth (yσ) is reached. Unreversable plastic deformation 
develops with strain softening. Deformation keep increasing for constant stress 
magnitudes until failure. 
 
 
2.3. ROCK STRENGTH IN THE UPPER CRUST 
This section presents the basic theory and definition behind the initiation of 
fractures, joints and faults in the upper crust. 
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2.3.1 Failure Criteria. Understanding of principal stresses is essential to study 
the initiation of failure at depth. Initiation of failure would preferably follow pre-existing 
zones of weakness in the rock, however, this information is not easily obtained and 
fracture initiation is estimated as for a solid piece of rock. Mohr's diagrams are of 
extreme importance when studying rock failure and can be constructed based on the 
knowledge of the principal stresses, as shown in Figure 2.5. The circle is centered at the 
mean stress value, σm, at the x-axis and the radius of the Mohr’s circle is equal to half the 
differential stress magnitude, Δσ. The principal stresses will be the intersections of the 
circle with the x-axis, which the shear stresses vanish. The magnitude of normal (σn) and 
shear (τ) stresses depend on the angle of between σ1 and the normal stress component 
orientation, θ (Aadnay and Looyeh, 2011).  
 
 
Figure 2.5. Mohr’s diagram representation. The circle has center at the x-axis for normal 
stress magnitude equals to the mean stress, σm. The radius of the circles has length equals 
to half the differential stress, Δσ. Maximum and minimum principal stresses are located at 
the intersections of the circle with the x-axis, and θ is the angle between σ1 and the 
normal stress component orientation. 
 
The introduction of failure envelops will determine for which differential stress 
rocks will fail. Failure envelops are plotted in both positive and negative regions of y-axis 
as conjugate sets of fractures must be considered. As shown in Figure 2.6, the Griffith 
failure criteria is a good estimation for tensile failure and depends on the tensile strength 
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(To) of the rock. In the other hand, the Mohr-Coulomb failure is a good criteria for shear 
failure and depends on the cohesion (So) and internal friction coefficient (µ) of the rock. 
The type of failure depends on whether the Mohr’s circle touches a failure envelop that is 
on the positive or negative side of the x-axis. In addition, the angle θ becomes the failure 
angle whenever 2θ is equal to the angle in which failure envelop and circle intersect. The 
slope of the Mohr-Coulomb failure envelop is represented by the internal friction angle 
() that relates to µ (Aadnay and Looyeh, 2011).  
 
 
Figure 2.6. Conjugate failure envelops for Griffith and Mohr-Coulomb failure criteria. 
Tensile failure develops if the Mohr’s circle intersects the failure envelop at negative x-
axis. Shear failure initiates for the Mohr’s circle intersection with the failure criteria at 
the positive x-axis. 
 
The rock strength parameters of a rock (To, So, and µ) are estimated from the 
Brazilian tension test, well tests, triaxial compressive tests, and well logging correlations. 
It is expected that the tensile strength of the rock would be significantly smaller than the 
cohesion. The orientation of pre-existing fractures and faults can be identified from 
image logs. In addition, the cohesion, So, relates to the unconfined compressive strength, 









   (2.26) 
 
where 𝜙 is the internal friction angle. The cohesion of pre-existing fractures is nearly null 
and the failure envelop for reactivation of these contacts is shown in Figure 2.7 by the 
Coulomb friction (Jaeger et al., 2007). The angle θ becomes the reactivation angle while 
µ is now called the sliding friction coefficient. The sliding friction coefficient represents 
the shear to normal stress ratio required to reactivate a pre-existing contact (Aadnay and 
Looyeh, 2011).  
 
 
Figure 2.7. Reactivation of pre-existing fracture by the Coulomb friction envelop. 
Movement of the contact takes place whenever the ratio between shear to normal stress is 
higher than the sliding friction coefficient. θ stands for the reactivation angle. 
 
The coefficient of sliding friction is a parameter that relates to the asperities at 
contact surfaces, rock type and whether the surface is wet or dry. Byerlee’s law empirical 
expression applies for a wide range of rocks in the lithosphere and shows common 
coefficient of frictions equals to 0.85. Exceptions include clays and other sheet of 
silicates (Jaeger et al., 2007).  
2.3.2 Fractures, Joints and Faults. Failure occurs whenever oriented principal 
stresses are sufficient to overcome the rock strength for compression or tensile strength 
for tension. Fractures/ joints happen mainly in three modes and differ with respect to 
systematic/ randomic occurrence. The three modes of fracturing are shown in Figure 2.8. 
Mode 1 fractures are extensional fractures (e.g. hydraulic fracturing) that initiate from 
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orthogonal compression or parallel extension to pre-existing planes of weakness in a rock 
body. Initiation of sliding between contacts of rocks represents Mode 2 fractures, often 
observed from folds under the influence of frictional sliding and co-seismic faults. Mode 
3 fractures result from tearing apart fractures, sometimes induced by shear strains. 
 
 
Figure 2.8. Fracture mode representations: Crack opening (Mode I), Sliding shear (Mode 
II), and Scissoring shear (Mode III). 
 
It has been observed that in order for shear failure to occur, the Mohr’s circle 
should be large enough to touch the failure envelop and, from geometrical observations, 
this can only happen if the differential stress (Δσ) is four times greater than the tensile 
strength (To) of the rock (Cosgrove, 1998). By that, the three-dimensional organization of 
fractures is observed in Figure 2.9. Well defined planes of fractures are shown for 
different magnitudes of the principal stresses, in which tensile failure develops 
perpendicular to σ3 when Δσ<4To (a), and shear failure develops at high angle to σ3 when 
Δσ>4To (b). In the other hand, if the intermediate, σ2, and minimum principal stresses, σ3, 
are equal, fractures that would develop parallel to the plane of these stresses are created 
without a preferable orientation (c and d). In addition, for Δσ>4To (d), shear failure 
patterns are randomicaly distributed. All these fracture patterns can be initiated just by 





Figure 2.9. Initiations of fractures/ joints at three-dimensional bodies. a) For differential 
stresses, Δσ, lower than four time the tensile strength, 4To, and different principal stress 
magnitudes, tensile joints develop perpendicular to σ3; b) For Δσ>4To and different 
principal stress magnitudes, shear joints develop at low angle to σ1 and tensile joints are 
formed at the parallel to σ2 direction; c) For Δσ<4To and σ2=σ3, tensile joints develop 
parallel to σ1 direction and random fractures form at planes normal to σ1; d) For Δσ>4To 
and σ2=σ3, shear fractures without preferable orientation form parallel to σ1 orientation 
and random fractures form at planes normal to σ1 (after Cosgrove, 1998). 
  
Field measurements of failure plane dipping angles help on the determination of 
faulting regimes and represent the angle between the horizontal axis and the strike of the 
plane. Relative movement of adjacent packets of rocks characterizes faulting and the 
main faulting regimes are shown in Figure 2.10. Normal faulting regime, defined by 
extensional failures that commonly dip 60
o
, takes place whenever the vertical stress is the 
maximum principal stress in a region. For the case when the vertical stress is the 
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intermediate principal stress, strike-slip fault happens with dipping of 90
o
. If the vertical 
stress is the least principal stress, thrust fault occurs from compression and normally 
show dipping angles of 30
o
. Combinations of strike-slip with normal or reverse faults 
result in oblique-slip fault regimes.  
 
 
Figure 2.10. Faulting regimes: Normal fault, Strike-slip fault, and Reverse fault.  
 
 
2.4. DEVELOPMENT OF FOLDS 
Folded rocks are present in nature in a variety of sizes, with wavelengths ranging 
from centimeters to tens of kilometers (Cosgrove, 1998), and provide valuable 
information such as rheology, strain and deformation history (Schmalholz and 
Podladchikov, 2001a).  
2.4.1 Folding Mechanisms. The folding mechanisms represent the distribution of 
stresses around a competent layer that result in deformed shapes. The principal folding 
mechanisms observed in nature are displayed in Figure 2.11. Buckling of rock layers is 
the consequence of the application of compressive stresses parallel to a competent layer 
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(Price and Cosgrove, 1990). Forced folds differ from buckle folds in the way that the final 
overall shape and trend follow the shape of a forcing member below, and the stresses are 
distributed perpendicular to the horizontal axis. Stratification undergoes passive shear 
folding if the stresses are oriented, with opposite directions, along the upper and lower 
boundaries of a layer (Davis et al., 1984). 
 
 
Figure 2.11. Folding mechanisms. Layer parallel compression for buckling; forces 
beneath and above a layer result in bending; and layer parallel shear induce passive 
folding (after Fossen , 2010).  
 
2.4.2 Mathematical Descriptions of Buckle Folds. Studies have shown the 
relevance of the relationship between wavelength/thickness ratio and the competence 
contrast between the layer and the matrix for the initiation and amplification of buckle 
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folds. The amplitude of the fold (A) grows as a function of a small initial perturbation 
(Ao), finite lateral compressive deformation (ε), and a constant that includes the layer 
wavelength and stiffness contrast between layer and matrix (α) (Casey and Butler, 2004): 
 
𝐴 = 𝐴𝑂𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝛼𝜀)    (2.27) 
 
The classic fold theories (Biot, 1961, Currie et al., 1962, Ramberg, 1964a) 
consider that all wavelengths are present as initial irregularities in the subsurface. After a 
finite lateral strain, the resulting wavelength is close to the wavelength that amplifies 
faster among all of the others (Casey and Butler, 2004). Referred to as dominant 
wavelength, this wavelength is defined as a function of the competent layer thickness (h) 




multilayer folds, the dominant wavelength depends on the number of dominant 
competent layers (N) and their respective thicknesses (h). The equations that define the 
dominant wavelength for viscoelastic single- (𝜆𝑑𝑠) and multilayers (𝜆𝑑𝑚) are (Biot, 1961, 
Ramberg, 1964a): 
 





   (2.28) 
 





   (2.29) 
 
Folding in an isolated multilayer stack shows different folding modes depending 
on the thickness ratio between incompetent and competent layers (
𝑠
ℎ
). Whenever this 
ratio is equal to one, the individual layer growth rates contribute to each other and the 
folding system behaves as a true multilayer fold. In contrast, if the competent layers are 
close together or far apart, the layers do not interact mechanically and the isolated 
multilayer stack grows in a single layer mode. Figure 2.12 shows the different folding 





Figure 2.12. Folding modes: Effective single layer (left); True multilayer (center); and 
real single layer (right) (after Schimid and Podladchikov, 2006) 
 
A detailed description of chevron folds is present in studies developed by Ramsay 
(1974). These folds often develop with considerable influence of flexural slip and may 
also form from buckling (Bastida et al., 2007, Fowler and Winsor, 1996, Ramsay, 1974, 
Davis et al., 1984). Mathematical representations are proposed to estimate the amount of 
slip that takes place at folded surfaces (Ramsay, 1967, Ramsay, 1974, Tanner, 1989): 
 
𝑆 = 𝑆𝑇 − ℎ𝛾 = ℎ(tan(𝛼) − tan(𝜓))   (2.30) 
 
where the flexural slip estimation, S, is given as the difference between the total slip, ST, 
and the flexural flow influence, in which h is the thickness of the bedding and 𝛾 is the 
shear strain. The total slip and flexural flow components are calculated as functions of the 
tangent of the limb dip, 𝛼, and angular shear strain, 𝜓, respectively. This formula 
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assumes that the length of bedding units is constant at the limbs and hinges. In the field, 
only measurements of the 
𝑆𝑇
𝛾
 ratio are generally achievable, as displaced dykes are often 
not coherently orthogonal to bedding.  
2.4.3 Fold Shapes. Numerical simulations often consider development of 
cylindrical folds (Casey and Butler, 2004, Eckert and Liu, 2014, Zhang et al., 2000) as 
their development is better quantified, however, noncylindrical folds are also observed in 
nature (Dubey and Cobbold, 1976, Carminati et al., 2014, Casciello et al., 2009, Colman-
Sadd, 1978, Cosgrove, 1998, Cosgrove and Ameen, 2000). The central part of a periclinal 
fold is commonly considered to be an approximation to the two-dimensional cylindrical 
fold and the fracture predictions can only be analyzed for this region (Cosgrove and 
Ameen, 2000). 
Development of different fold shapes is often identified in the literature by limb 
dip and amplitude comparisons (Ghassemi et al., 2010). Variable fold shapes have been 
recognized in nature, such as sinusoidal(Casey and Butler, 2004, Cosgrove and Ameen, 
2000, Currie et al., 1962, de Sitter, 1958, Frehner, 2011, Johnson and Page, 1976, Schmid 
and Podladchikov, 2006), chevron (Bastida et al., 2007, Fowler and Winsor, 1996, 
Ramsay, 1974, Tanner, 1989), and kink-bands (Dewey, 1965, Hunt et al., 2000, Ramberg 
and Johnson, 1976, Weiss, 1980).  
Schmalholz and Podladchikov (2011) correlated the amplitude, layer thickness 
and wavelength of folds to the strain and competence contrast. In addition, the arc length 
of different fold shapes is expressed as mathematical functions by Ghassemi et al. (2010), 
and the evolution of the aspect ratio (amplitude to half wavelength) with respect to limb 
dip, or interlimb angle, is introduced for each individual fold shape, as Figure 2.13a. 
Figure 2.13b shows the fold shape definitions of Ghassemi et al. (2010) for aspect ratio 
0.5 and competence contrast 500. Chevron folds increase aspect ratio faster for smaller 
amount of limb dip with respect to the other fold shapes, even though slip often takes 
place and rotates the chevron fold limbs. From the sinusoidal shape, the aspect ratio 
decreases as increment of limb rotation takes place, following the parabola, double hinge 





Figure 2.13. Fold shape comparisons. a) Fold aspect ratio (amplitude to half wavelength) 
evolution with limb dip angle, or interlimb angle; and b) individual fold shapes for aspect 
ratio 0.5 and competence contrast of 500 (after Ghassemi et al., 2010) 
 
2.4.4 Strain Distribution Models in Buckle Folds. During buckling, the fold 
deforms internally developing strain patterns. Definitions for strain distribution 
mechanisms of parallel folds (i.e. the thickness of the layering stays constant) (Ramsay, 
1967), are often present in structural geology textbooks (Davis et al., 1984, Price and 
Cosgrove, 1990, Twiss and Moores, 1973). Theoretical studies consider tangential-
longitudinal strain and flexural flow as the main models for the strain distribution 
throughout parallel folds.  
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The tangential-longitudinal strain model displays the localization of most of the 
deformation at the fold hinges, as shown in Figure 2.14. In this mechanism, the outer arc 
of the hinges suffers layer parallel stretching (extension), while the inner arc of the hinges 
undergoes layer perpendicular stretching (contraction) (Hudleston et al., 1996). A neutral 
surface divides the fold into two sub-regions and is shifted to the direction of extension at 
the hinges. The hinge strain distribution of this model resembles the hinge deformation 
commonly observed in folded competent layers in nature. 
 
 
Figure 2.14. Tangential-longitudinal strain model. Highest strain is concentrated at the 
hinges (after Johnson and Fletcher, 1994) 
 
The flexural flow strain distribution is marked by most of the deformation at the 
fold limbs rather than at the hinges, as displayed in Figure 2.15.  The maximum strains 
are by simple shear and locate at the middle of the fold limbs (Hudleston and Treagus, 
2010). The layer internal surfaces maintain their length having the localization of the 
neutral surface throughout the middle of the layer, dividing it in two parallel folds. In 
order to develop strain distributions similar to the flexural flow model, folding rocks 
should present strong planar anisotropy, unlikely for single layer folds. Only a stack of 
layers with alternating high and low competence (composite multilayer) would be able to 
generate enough planar anisotropy in order to display the overall characteristics of the 




Figure 2.15. Flexural flow strain model. Highest strain concentrated at the limbs (after 
Johnson and Fletcher, 1994) 
 
The main limitation of these strain distribution models is that they do not consider 
the effect of the overburden load, and, due to that, the neutral surface is present 
throughout the whole extent of the layer, dividing it in half. As observed by other authors 
(Couples et al., 1998, Ramberg, 1964a, Biot, 1961), gravity has an important influence 
during folding and should not be disregarded. Figure 2.16 shows a numerical model with 
extensional and compressional distribution within the layer.  
 
 
Figure 2.16. Model considering the effect of 2000 meters initial overburden load. The 




The consideration of 2000 meters initial overburden changes the location of the 
neutral surface predicted by the conventional strain distribution models. The neutral 
surface is present only at the hinges of the fold, delimitating a small region of extension 
at these locations, as observed by Frehner (2011). Tensile stresses become unlikely for 
increasing amounts of confining pressure (overburden load), having only compressional 
stresses at higher depths. 
 
2.5. THE FLEXURAL-SLIP MECHANISM 
The flexural-slip mechanism takes place whenever the mechanical influence of 
layering in a rock is strong. Figure 2.17 shows a well bedded outcrop with well-defined 
discrete surfaces. The axial plane of the fold is interpreted by the dashed line and arrows 
account for the shear sense of slip (Fossen, 2012). 
 
 
Figure 2.17. Flexural slip fold with offset quartz veins (Southwest Portugal). The shear 
sense is shown by arrows and the axial plane location is identified by the dashed line. 
Person at bottom right for scale (Fossen, 2012). 
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In this mechanism, well-lithified packets of rock, with weak interface contacts, 
slide over one another after a deformation by layer parallel simple shear, as Figure 2.18 
(Tanner, 1989). Parallel movement of the horizons permits accommodation of buckling 
and is especially important for formation of parallel folds. Each individual competent 
layer deforms internally, similarly to the hinges of the tangential-longitudinal strain 
model, and the incompetent layers deforms by simple shear, tending to flexural-slip for 
vanishing incompetent layer thickness (Biot, 1965a, Hudleston et al., 1996). 
 
 
Figure 2.18. Initiation of flexural-slip for a cylindrical fold. Surface lineation indicate the 
direction of slip as upper surfaces move towards the anticline and lower surfaces move 
towards the syncline (after Tanner, 1989) 
 
Flexural-slip strain distributions develop specially chevron and kink-band folds 
(Tanner, 1989). Upper surfaces of individual rock layers slide toward the anticline, lower 
surfaces slide at opposite direction, and accommodate the parallel simple shear 
deformation applied to them. Many authors have considered that slip takes place between 
each competent-competent unit and competent-incompetent unit (Behzadi and Dubey, 
1980, Ramsay and Huber, 1987), while others suggested that if a bedding unit is 
incompetent, it would rather deform than initiate slip (Sanz et al., 2008). 
Bedding parallel slip is restricted to some bed-to-bet contacts, keeping other 
interfaces welded. During folding, the slip occurs from the inflection point, at the limbs, 
toward the hinges, and at the upper and lower surfaces of each mechanical unit. As 
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bedding units initiate slip, they detach mechanically from each other and deform 
internally, independently from adjacent units. Sequential activation, following a hierarchy 
(Couples et al., 1998), initiate bedding movement of thicker units, decreasing size for 
each new unit initiated. Strain partitioning cause complex superposition of fractures 
whenever the state of strain varies. The change in the state of strain is caused by the 
activation, or deactivation, of surface movement within fold limbs. Bending strain and 
stresses concentrate at the greatest curvature of the fold and affects any surface with finite 
flexure (dip inclination) (Couples et al., 1998).   
Frictional sliding should be the key mechanism that influences bed-scale damage 
at large-scale folding. Deformation at the slip surfaces along with presence of clay in the 
rock could result in reduction of porosity and permeability. The creation of stratigraphic 
discontinuities that facilitate slip would also be facilitated by clay influence. The slip 
surfaces could function as flow barriers and induce anomalous fluid pressures within 
layers. This trapping mechanism could alter the local effective stresses by raising the pore 
pressure and mechanically affect the initiation of horizon movements (Couples et al., 
1998).  
Quartz and calcite lineation are often found on the slip surface of discrete surfaces 
and record the orientation of slip. These lineation are more specifically termed 
slickenfibres to define quartz-fibre lineation printed on slip surfaces (Fleuty, 1975). 
Sheets of fibrous shear veins form single and multiple veins that range from less than a 
millimeter to several centimeters in thickness. Other surface expressions of bedding 
movement represent local polishing and mylonitization (Tanner, 1989). 
The main obstacle of studying the flexural slip mechanism in nature is to identify 
the actual sliding surface and the amount of sliding that has taken place. Many studies 
have stated the presence of sedimentary dykes considered to form statistically orthogonal 
to layering and displaced by layer parallel movement during folding (Borradaile, 1977, 
Taylor, 1982). The distance between sedimentary dykes at a fold could offer some 
estimation on the magnitude of sliding that took place since formation of the dyke. 
Although, folds in nature containing appropriate expression marks to measure the amount 
of sliding are extremely rare (Tanner, 1989).  
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The photos from Figure 2.19 were taken during the field camp to the northeastern 
Tennessee in 2015, following the guidelines of Hatcher et al. (2006). Figure 2.19a shows 
an example of fold in nature that has bedding movement and no strain markers, making it 
impossible to measure the amount of slip that took place. It is notable that slip took place 
from the well-defined discrete contacts along with presence of remarkable slikenfibers, as 
shown in Figure 2.19b. The eroded bedding surface in Figure 2.19c exemplifies how 
fragile and susceptible to weathering these lineation markers are, confirming the field 
study barriers for the flexural slip mechanism.   
 
 
Figure 2.19. Slikenfiber fabric on bedding surfaces of outcropped folds in US-23, 
Kingsport, TN. a) Synform influenced by flexural slip and with sub vertical axial plane 
striking W-E. The limb dips are approximately 45
o
; b) well preserved slikenfiber 
exposure displaying slip orientation orthogonal to the hinge plane and tensile failures 
filled with calcite (Hatcher et al., 2006). Limb dip is 62
o
; and c) remaining lineation at the 
upper surface of a weathered exposure. Limb dip is 70
o
. Pencil for scale. 
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3. METHODOLOGY AND MODELING APPROACH 
 
3.1. GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
Following the studies of Mancktelow (1999), Zhang et al. (2000), Schmalholz et 
al. (2001a, 2001b) and Eckert et al. (2014, 2015), the numerical models are based on a 
linear Maxwell model to simulate the development of single layer and multilayer 
viscoelastic buckle folds. Effective stress analysis is introduced by utilizing pore pressure 
assuming an incompressible fluid and rock grains (i.e. Biot coefficient α=1; Biot and 
Willis, 1957; Nur and Byerlee, 1971). 2D plane strain finite element analysis (via the 
commercial software package ABAQUS
TM
) is employed to solve the equations of 
equilibrium, conservation of mass, constitutive equations, and the equations for pore fluid 
flow. The unknowns of the problem comprise the stress tensor components xx, zz and 
xz, the pore pressure Pp, the material velocities in x and z directions vx, and vz, and the 
material density m. Since the system of governing equations and its derivation is 
identical to Eckert et al. (2014), it is not repeated here. 
 
3.2. DOMINANT WAVELENGTH 
In order to select the appropriate dominant wavelength for the viscoelastic buckle 
folds the parameter R (after Schmalholz and Podladchikov, 1999; Schmalholz et al., 
2001a; 2001b) is used to determine if the competent layer is folded viscously (R<1) or 
elastically (R>1). R is defined as the ratio between the viscous dominant wavelength, dv, 
and the elastic dominant wavelength, de. For the effective single layer mode: 





























where N is the number of competent layers, ηl is the viscosity of the layer, ηm is the 
viscosity of the matrix, G is the shear modulus and P0 is the initial layer parallel stress. 
With a constant viscosity ratio of 100 between the folding layer and the matrix, the value 
of R from equation 1 and 2 mainly depends on the applied viscosity and strain rate, since 




P    (Schmalholz and Podladchikov, 




 (Twiss and Moores, 1973) the 
chosen value of the viscosity and the Young’s modulus determine the values of R as 
shown in Table 3.1.  
 
Table 3.1. Parameter R (after Schmalholz and Podladchikov, 1999) used to determine 
whether the competent layer is folded viscously (R<1) or elastically (R>1). A value of 
5*10
21
 Pa s is chosen for the viscosity of the reference model, as this represents a case of 
mainly viscous deformation for which all surfaces initiate slip, and for which the 







 Pa s 5*10
21
 Pa s 5*10
22






 Pa 0.18 0.57 1.81 
3*10
10
 Pa 0.10 0.33 1.04 
6*10
10
 Pa 0.07 0.23 0.74 
 
For low viscosities (ηl <10
21
 Pa s), the resulting deformation in the models is close 
to purely viscous (R ranges between 0.07 and 0.18; Table 3.1) and flexural slip is not 
initiated. For large viscosities (ηl>10
22
 Pa s), R becomes larger than 1 (Table 3.1), 
indicating more elastic deformation. This results in a rapid increase in the resulting stress 
magnitudes and subsequent failure initiation and evolution would need to be addressed. 
This is considered beyond the scope of this contribution and is best addressed with an 
alternative modeling approach such as the hybrid discrete finite element approach (e.g. 
Lisjak and Grasselli, 2014). The viscosity of the competent layer applied here is 5*10
21
 
Pa s, which represents a parameter space where flexural slip is initiated on all frictional 
interfaces for the various models. The resulting magnitude of R ranges from 0.23 to 0.57 
(Table 3.1), representing mainly viscous deformation, and for which the resulting stresses 




3.3. MODEL SETUP 
This section introduces the model setups considered for this study. 
3.3.1 Single vs. Multilayer Buckle Folds. The following model geometries are 
based on a cylindrical buckle fold (Ramsay, 1987) subjected to horizontal shortening 
(along the x-axis). Figure 3.1 shows that the folding layer is divided into a number of 
individual bedding units (competent and incompetent).  
 
 
Figure 3.1. Model geometries considered for the ‘Single layer’ (s/h∞), ‘Multilayer A’ 
(s/h=1), ‘Multilayer B’ (s/h=1/8), and ‘Effective single layer’ (s/h0) cases (after 
Schmid and Podladchikov, 2006). The folding layer (embedded in a less competent 
matrix) is comprised of a varying sequence of competent and/or incompetent layers for 
the various cases. The individual bedding units are also separated by frictional interfaces 
enabling slip. The model is subjected to lateral compression to initiate buckling using a 







These units are separated by discrete surfaces characterized by frictional behavior 
between each bedding unit to enable surface movement given layer parallel deformation. 
In order to simulate and compare the structural development of singe-layer and multilayer 
buckle folds involving flexural slip, the classification of Schmid and Podladchikov 
(2006) is applied; i.e. the cases of ‘Single layer’, ‘Multilayer’, and ‘Effective single layer’ 
buckle folding are considered. The thickness ratio, 
𝑠
ℎ
, between incompetent layer 
thickness, s, to competent layer thickness, h, within a folding system is used to 
distinguish between the different cases (Figure 3.1; Table 3.2). 
 
Table 3.2. Different model scenarios variation considered in this study. The single layer 
and multilayer fold classification follows the definition by Schmid and Podladchikov 
(2006). 
Model setup s/h Specifications 
‘Single layer’ ∞ N=1, h=66.67 m, s ∞, d=1070 m 
‘Multilayer’ A 1 
N=2,  h=33.33 m, s=33.33 m,d=674 
m 
'Multilayer’ B 1/8 N=2, h=33.33 m, s=4.17 m, d=674 m 
‘Effective single layer’ 
* 
0 
N=1, 2h=66.67 m, s 0 m, d=1070 
m 
*For the ‘Effective single layer’ case, the incompetent bedding unit does not contribute 
on folding growth and amplification (Schmid and Podladchikov, 2006), therefore, the 
dominant wavelength takes into account the single layer total thickness of 2h. 
 
For the ‘Multilayer’, two cases are considered. For ‘Multilayer A’, 
𝑠
ℎ







 (representing a case featuring a much thinner incompetent unit. The 
initial geometry is setup such that the folding layer for the various cases considered is 
represented by a small periodic perturbation of the appropriate dominant wavelength, d, 
and amplitude of 8.3 meters. The width of the model represents one wavelength. The 
layer thickness between the various model setups is chosen such that the thickness of the 
competent unit(s) remains constant (i.e. hN = 66.67m; N is the number of competent 
units). The initial overburden thickness is 1000 m. Following the classic buckle folding 
theory (e.g. Biot , 1961; Ramberg , 1963), a competence contrast between incompetent 
matrix and competent folding layer must be present for buckle folding to occur, therefore, 
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the viscoelastic rheology considered includes a viscosity (
𝜂𝑙
𝜂𝑚




of 100 and 10 (Eckert et al., 2014, Mancktelow, 1999, Zhang et al., 1996, Zhang et al., 
2000), respectively. The material properties for the various models in this study are listed 
in Table 3.3 and the varying parameters for this section are included in Table 3.2. 
 




 is chosen to ensure 
hydrostatic pore pressure conditions throughout the deformation history of the effective 
stress analysis. 
Properties Competent Incompetent 
Friction coefficient (µ) 0.60 0.60 
Specific gravity (SG) 2.30 2.30 
Viscosity (η) 5.00*10
21
 Pa s 5.00*10
19
 Pa s 





Poisson ratio (ν) 0.25 0.25 




















Before the model is subjected to buckle folding, a load step simulating quasi-
static sedimentation loading (termed prestressing; e.g. Eckert et al., 2014 ; Eckert et al., 
2015 ) is necessary to avoid instantaneous gravitational compaction and excessive and 
unrealistic vertical strain. The resulting equilibrated stress state is then subjected to 
constant lateral displacement boundary conditions (using a strain rate of 𝜀̇=10-14 s-1; 
Twiss and Moores, 1973) at the sides of the model (while under the influence of gravity 
during the whole process).  
3.3.2 Effective Single Layer Buckle Folds. The cylindrical buckle fold analysis 
(Ramsay and Huber, 1987) with shortening along the x-axis is also applied for the 
variations of the ‘Effective single layer’ models. Figure 3.2 shows the reference model 
geometry with one competent layer subdivided by 7 discrete contact surfaces (i.e. ns=7) 
into 8 bedding units of thickness h; frictional behavior is assigned for the contact surfaces 




Figure 3.2. Model geometries considered for the parameter variation of the ‘Effective 
single layer’ cases (after Schmid and Podladchikov, 2006). The folding layer (embedded 
in a less competent matrix) is comprised of 7 discrete contact surfaces that divide the 
competent layer into 8 bedding units. Each contact surface is characterized by a surface 
behavior to enable slip initiation. Offset of the competent units takes place with buckling 
as the strain rate, ?̇?=10-14 s-1, at the boundaries is applied.  
 
As competent units initiate buckling, the initial orthogonal black vein (i.e. a 
virtual strain marker) is offset showing layer parallel flexural slip movement within the 
buckle fold. The thickness of the layer is 100 meters, which is identical to the thickness 
of the stack of layers in the previous analysis (i.e. ‘Multilayer A’). The magnitude of 







= 10), and the other model parameters are defined as 
shown in Table 3.3. The layer initial amplitude is set to 8.3% of the total layer thickness 
for each case; the individual geometric model variations for the various sensitivity 




Table 3.4. Variation of the different model scenarios considered in the study of the 
‘Effective single layer’ case (s/h=0, N=1). The ‘Effective single layer’ fold classification 
follows the definition by Schmid and Podladchikov (2006). The dominant wavelength is 
updated for different layer thicknesses. 
Model setup 
Specifications 








2a 3 12.5 0.6 1000 1605 
2b 5 12.5 0.6 1000 1605 
Bedding unit 
thickness 
3a 7 6.25 0.6 1000 803 




0.6 1000 1605 
Frictional 
behavior 
4a 7 12.5 0.4 1000 1605 
4b 7 12.5 0.8 1000 1605 
Overburden 
load 
5a 7 12.5 0.6 500 1605 


















4. RESULTS FOR FLEXURAL SLIP BUCKLE FOLDS 
 
4.1. PARAMETER DEFINITION 
The evolution of the results is displayed with respect to the limb dip angle, α. This 
angle is calculated at the fold inflexion point by: 
 
𝛼 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛 (
𝑧𝑜−𝑧𝑎
𝑥𝑜−𝑥𝑎
)   (4.1) 
  
where 𝑥𝑜 and 𝑧𝑜 are the coordinates of the inflexion point and 𝑥𝑎 and 𝑧𝑎 are the 
coordinates of a node adjacent to the inflexion point. The limb dip angle is chosen 
because flexural slip rather relates to the fold curvature than to horizontal shortening, ε; 
even though a linear relationship of the limb dip cannot be made for the development of 
different folds. In this case, the comparison is made at the same shortening for different 





   (4.2) 
  
where 𝜆𝑜 is the initial dominant wavelength and 𝜆 is the wavelength evolution. This study 
utilize the slip tendency (Meck et al., 2009), 𝛺 to display when flexural slip initiates. 





   (4.3) 
 
where 𝜏𝑠 is the shear stress, 𝜎𝑛 is the normal stress, and 𝜇 is the sliding friction 
coefficient, and flexural slip takes place whenever 𝛺 = 1. If flexural slip initiates, the 
amount of flexural slip is displayed as total slip, Sn, for individual discrete surfaces, and 
cumulative total slip, SN, for the summation of the amounts of slip within the folding 
layer. Sn and SN magnitudes are normalized for the bedding unit thickness and the layer 












   (4.5) 
 
where S is the total flexural slip at a surface and h is the bedding thickness. Bedding unit 
thicknesses change as buckling takes place and h is calculated from the hypotenuse 
definition:  
 
ℎ = √(𝑥𝑜 − 𝑥ℎ)2 + (𝑧𝑜 − 𝑧ℎ)2   (4.6) 
 
where 𝑥ℎ and 𝑧ℎ are node coordinates, on an opposite bedding contact position, initially, 
𝑥ℎ = 𝑥𝑜, at a distance |𝑧𝑜 − 𝑧ℎ| from the chosen inflexion point (𝑥𝑜 , 𝑧𝑜). 
 
4.2. SINGLE VS. MULTILAYER 
The following section presents the comparison of the initiation and evolution of 
flexural slip between the ‘Single layer’, ‘Multilayer A’, ‘Multilayer B’ and ‘Effective 
single layer’ models. Figure 4.1a shows the deformed shapes of each case at 23o of limb 
dip (representing the maximum amount of slip for the ‘Multilayer B’ case), with the 
locations and magnitude of the normalized total slip, Sn. Figure 4.1b shows the slip 
initiation evolution with respect to . The ‘Single layer’ and the ‘Multilayer A’ models 
show that slip is not occurring between the competent and incompetent rocks. As the 
thickness of the incompetent layer decreases, i.e. adopting the ‘Multilayer B’ definition, 
slip starts to initiate for 8°<<23°, and Sn reaches a magnitude of 0.02 at the discrete 
surface between the upper competent unit and thin incompetent unit. If the incompetent 
unit is decreased to zero thickness (i.e. ‘Effective single layer’) and the discrete contact is 
between a pair of competent units, slip starts initiates for 8°<<46°, and the magnitude of 
maximum Sn increases significantly reaching 0.09. 
The initiation of slip between competent and incompetent units can be explained by 
comparing the evolution of simple shear strain at the limbs of the incompetent unit for the 
cases of ‘Multilayer A’ and ‘Multilayer B’. The shear strain tan (Davis et al., 2011) 
is calculated based on the deformation of the element shape as shown in Figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.2 also shows that more simple shear occurs in the fold limbs for ‘Multilayer B’ 
than for ‘Multilayer A’ for the same limb dip angle. 
 
Figure 4.1. Flexural slip influence on the ‘Single layer’, ‘Multilayer A’, ‘Multilayer B’, 
and ‘Effective single layer’ simulations. Frictional sliding is studied at the shown limb 
locations (pointed on surfaces in A) with respect to a) the location and amount of surface 
slip; and b) slip initiation and slip period. For the ‘Single layer’ and the ‘Multilayer A’ 
cases, slip is not initiated. Decreasing the thickness of the incompetent unit, slip starts to 
initiate for ‘Multilayer B’ and is greater for the ‘Effective single layer’ case.   
 
The local strain rate (for =23°) at the limbs of ‘Multilayer B’ is 18.6*10-13 s-1, 
which is greater than the local strain rate observed for ‘Multilayer A’ of 5.02*10-14 s-1. 




, the elastic response 
of the viscoelastic material becomes more prominent (i.e. resulting in increased shear 
stress magnitudes) and thus results in the activation of the discrete contact for the 
‘Multilayer B’ case.  
The analysis shows that slip does not initiate between a competent layer and the 
surrounding matrix (‘Single layer’); and neither between competent units and an 
incompetent unit, of same thickness, in a multilayer stack (‘Multilayer A’). Slip initiates 
as the incompetent unit thickness decreases (‘Multilayer B’). The most prominent amount 
of slip and slip period happens between surface contacts of competent rocks (‘Effective 
single layer’). Hence, further investigation on the flexural slip mechanism is analyzed 




Figure 4.2. Shear strain evolution close to the limb inflexion point for the incompetent 
unit in ‘Multilayer A’ (s/h=1) and ‘Multilayer B’ (s/h=1/8) cases. The shear strain is 
calculated from the angle ψ of a deformed finite element as shown by Davis et al. (2011). 
For same limb dip 23
o, ‘Multilayer B’ shows greater shear strain than ‘Multilayer A’, 
corresponding to faster strain rate, ?̇?=1.86*10-13 s-1, and slower strain rate, ?̇?=5.02*10-14 
s
-1
, respectively.  
 
 
4.3. EFFECTIVE SINGLE LAYER 
This section presents the quantitative analysis of the flexural slip mechanism with 
respect to individual discrete surfaces within a buckle fold.  
4.3.1 Individual Discrete Surfaces. In order to investigate the concept of 
hierarchical slip initiation, as observed by Couples et al. (1998) for a forced fold, the 
evolution of  at each individual slip surface of the reference model (ns=7) is presented 
with respect to the limb dip angle . Due to the symmetrical distribution of the slip 
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magnitude (Figure 4.3) on surfaces that are equidistant from the central surface s0, the 
slip parameter is only shown for the central surface s0 and the 4 surfaces overlaying it 
(Figure 4.4). The 4 surfaces are identified by their respective distance to the middle of the 
folding layer and termed as s0, s12.5, s25, s37.5; i.e. s25 stands for the surface located 25 
meters above the middle of the folding layer.  
 
 
Figure 4.3. The normalized total slip magnitude in the fold limb for =60° shows a 
symmetric distribution with respect to the central surface. 
 
As shown in Figure 4.4, the middle surface, s0, of the fold is active for the longest 
period of limb rotation (9
o
<<58o). The length of the period decreases as the distance 




<<48o), and s37.5 
(21
o
<<42o). The observed sequential fashion of flexural slip initiation, i.e. the middle 




Figure 4.4. Slip initiation and slip period for discrete surfaces at distance 0 (s0), 12.5 
(s12.5), 25 (s25), and 37.5 (s37.5) meters from the central surface. Discrete surfaces close to 
the central surface of the folding layer initiate first and have a longer slip period. 
 
In order to further quantify the distribution of slip during different slip periods, 
the evolution of the normalized total slip, Sn, is extracted for each individual discrete 
surface as shown in Figure 4.5. The central surface, s0, reaches the maximum magnitude 
of total slip, Sn=0.44, among all the discrete surfaces. For increasing distance from the 
central surface, a sequential decrease in total slip is observed (i.e. Sn= 0.37 for s12.5, Sn= 





Figure 4.5. (a) Total slip and (b) incremental slip for discrete surfaces at distance 0 (s0), 
12.5 (s12.5), 25 (s25), and 37.5 (s37.5) meters from the middle surface. a) Decreasing 
magnitudes of Sn are observed as the distance from the middle surface increases. b) The 
increment of slip shows that total slip increases faster during the beginning of limb 
rotation 7
o
<<20o and decreases drastically after 30o limb dip. 
 
The increment in total slip with unit limb dip, i.e. 
𝑑𝑆𝑛
𝑑𝛼
 is shown in Figure 4.6. This 
graph contributes to track the periods with highest slip increment per unit dipping angle. 







decreasing slip increments afterwards. The other discrete surfaces also follow the same 
trend. The highest slip increment period for s12.5 occurs for 14
o





; for s25 it occurs for 21
o





; for s37.5 it occurs for 27
o




Figure 4.6. Increment of total slip with limb dip for discrete surfaces s0, s12.5, s25, and s37.5. 
This plot shows for which limb dip slip is increasing ate a greater rate. 
 
4.3.2 Number of Discrete Surfaces. The slip distribution for the various surfaces 
for the reference model implies that different locations in the fold limb are likely to 
experience more slip (i.e. at the center of the layer) or less slip (i.e. towards the edge of 
the layer). In order to compare the various cases, the cumulative slip is shown for the 
cases of 3, 5, and 7 surfaces in Figure 4.7. It can be observed that an increase in the 
number of discrete surfaces enhances the cumulative total slip within the folding layer 
(Figure 4.7). 
The greatest magnitude of SN is 0.22 for ns=7 at 49
o
 limb dip; for ns=5, SN reaches 
a maximum of 0.17 at 45
o
; and for ns=3, SN =0.14 at 42
o
 limb dip. Since the maximum 
amount of slip (Smax) occurs on the central surface, the ratio of Smax over the cumulative 
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total slip within the folding layer, m ax
S
S
, which represents the contribution of the central 
surface to the total slip on all surfaces, is shown in Figure 4.8.  
 
 
Figure 4.7. The cumulative slip is normalized with respect to the whole layer thickness 
and shows increasing magnitude with increasing ns. 
 




for all cases is equal to 1 for low limb dip angles. As the other discrete surfaces activate 
in later stages, slip from different sliding surfaces starts to contribute to ΣS. The more 
surfaces are active, the smaller is the contribution of the central surface to the total 
amount of slip in the folding layer. I.e. for ns=7, the final contribution of Smax on the 
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 ) is plotted (Figure 4.9), it can be observed that the amount of slip on the central 
surface for ns=3 is largest and decreases for increasing number of surfaces.  
 
 
Figure 4.8. The ratio between the maximum amount of slip and the cumulative interlayer 
slip for 3, 5 and 7 discrete surfaces shows that increasing ns results in smaller 
contribution of Smax with respect to ΣS as several activating surfaces would have a greater 





Figure 4.9. Plot of the maximum amount of slip on the central surface over whole layer 
thickness shows that slip on the central surface is largest for decreasing number of 
surfaces. 
 
4.3.3 Bedding Thickness. In order to investigate the influence of the bedding unit 
thickness, the total layer thickness for the case for ns=7 is varied (Table 3.4). The 
cumulative total slip, SN, is shown in Figure 4.10 for increasing bedding unit thickness of 
6.25, 9.38, and 12.5 meters. It can be observed that different bedding unit thicknesses 
have negligible influence on SN. The maximum change in SN for the curves is as low as 
6.8% of the maximum SN magnitude observed at =47.7
o
. Hence, the modeling results 
can be compared with different fold scales in the field, where layer thicknesses are likely 




Figure 4.10. Cumulative total slip, SN, for bedding unit thickness, h, equals to 6.25, 9.38 
and 12.5 meters. The maximum variation of (ΔSN)max within the curves represents 7.1% 
of SN. This small variation shows that the normalized total slip has little influence with 
respect to bedding unit thickness and mainly scales with it. 
 
Since bedding unit thickness is likely to vary in natural fold systems the 
sensitivity of the model to a sequence of alternating thin (h=6.25 meters) and thick 
(3*h=18.75) bedding units is tested. In Figure 4.11 the amount of total slip, Sn, for all 7 
individual discrete surfaces is shown, as they display different magnitudes of slip. Each 
surface is defined with respect to the distance to the central surface (i.e. s-6.25 stands for a 
surface 6.25 meters below the central surface; a positive sign stands for surfaces above 
the central surface). Sn follows the same behavior as observed for the evenly distributed 
bedding unit thickness, and is decreasing as discrete surfaces locate at further distances 
from the central surface. However, due to the non-symmetric distribution of the layer 




Figure 4.11. Normalized total slip for individual discrete surfaces of oddly distributed 
bedding unit thicknesses. Seven discrete surfaces separate a sequence of alternating thin 
(6.25 meters) and thick (18.75 meters) bedding unit thicknesses (grey inset), having a thin 
unit at the upper most part of the competent layer. The final slip distribution in not 
symmetric anymore, i.e. s-25 and s25 display different Sn magnitudes. 
 
4.3.4 Friction Coefficient. On any frictional interface the resulting slip 
magnitudes are directly proportional to the frictional resistance, whereby a higher friction 
coefficient results in smaller amounts of total slip. The buckle folds display this behavior 
of the total cumulative slip, SN, for variations of the friction coefficient of 0.4, 0.6, and 
0.8, respectively Figure 4.12. The welded case does not allow any slip to occur and the 
resulting fold shape is sinusoidal (Ghassemi et al., 2010). As friction is decreased for 
=0.8, and 0.6, slip is initiated and SN shows increased magnitudes for lower friction. 
This increase in slip results in an increase in limb rotation and the resulting fold shape is 
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characterized as parabolic (Ghassemi et al., 2010). For a lower friction coefficient of 0.4, 
SN is further increased, and is accompanied by a drastic change in fold shape towards 
double-hinge fold shapes (i.e. box folds; insets in Figure 4.12). 
 
 
Figure 4.12. Normalized total cumulative slip for friction coefficients of 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8. 
Lower friction results in more cumulative slip and is also accompanied by changes in 
final fold shape. 
 
4.3.5 Overburden Load. A similar behavior (with respect to the resulting amount 
of cumulative total slip and subsequent fold shapes) can be expected for the amount of 
initial overburden load in the model. The overburden load is directly related to the normal 
stress on the slip surfaces (especially during stages of low limb dip angle), and thus lower 
overburden results in larger slip magnitudes. Figure 4.13 shows the evolution of the slip 
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parameter  and Figure 4.14 displays the total cumulative slip SN for cases of 500m, 
1000 m, and 2000 m of initial overburden load.  
 
 
Figure 4.13. Slip initiation for 500.0, 1000.0 and 2000 meters. 
 









, and for 2000 m slip is not initiated; i.e. 
the influence of flexural slip becomes more pronounced resulting in longer slip periods 
and a larger amount of total cumulative slip at shallow depths. As for the sensitivity to 
the friction coefficient, different fold shapes result for the various cases considered. For 
no slip (OVB=2000 meters), sinusoidal fold shapes are observed, while increasing 
amounts of slip for lower overburden loads result in parabolic and double hinge (box 









5. FLEXURAL SLIP MODELING DISCUSSION 
 
The numerical modeling results presented in this study show that the flexural slip 
mechanism during buckle folding can be quantified throughout the deformation history of 
the fold. The implications of the results for the flexural slip mechanism with respect to 
qualitative observations, quantitative comparisons, and an analysis of the fold limb 
rotation with respect to rheology and classic momentum theory are discussed in the 
following paragraphs. 
 
5.1. QUALITATIVE OBSERVATIONS  
While studies by Behzadi and Dubey (1980), and Ramsay and Huber (1987) 
report, that frictional sliding is possible between competent and incompetent units, the 
comparison between ‘Multilayer’ folding and ‘Effective’ single layer buckle folding, 
following the definition by Schmid and Podladchikov (2006), shows that flexural slip in a 
buckle fold system is most likely when the thickness of the incompetent bedding units is 
very small or zero (Figure 4.1). This is in agreement with findings by Biot (1965a) and 
Hudleston et al. (1996), who state that frictional sliding becomes more likely for 
vanishing thickness of the incompetent unit in a multilayer stack. This is in further 
agreement with findings based on numerically simulated forced folds by Sanz et al. 
(2008) and field observations in the Zagros Mountains, Iran (Casciello et al., 2009), 
showing that incompetent units rather deform by simple shear than slip. The numerical 
modeling results presented in this study validates this observation for multilayer buckle 
folds, and the increase of elastic strain (due to the increased rate of simple shear 
deformation; Figure 4.2) in the incompetent unit explains the initiation of slip once the 
thickness of the incompetent unit decreases. Based on this observation the ‘Effective 
single layer’ fold model is used to analyze further implications of the flexural slip folding 
mechanism during buckling.  
The results for the numerically simulated ‘Effective single layer’ buckle folds are 
in agreement with the conceptual flexural slip model presented by Ramsay (1974) and 
Tanner (1989) and display maximum slip magnitudes at the inflexion points in the limbs 
and zero slip close to the fold hinge. The numerical results also coincide with 
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observations by Tanner (1989), showing that bedding parallel shear is relieved by an 
increasing number of movement horizons during periods of limb rotation, while units 
between movement horizons are also deformed by simple shear (as shown by the 
deformation of individual finite element shapes in Figure 4.2. A further observation of 
flexural slip folding is the hierarchical initiation of slip surfaces resulting in strain 
partitioning within the folding layer as observed for layer bending by Couples et al. 
(1998).  
The numerical buckle fold models shown in Figure 5.1 display the sequential 
surface initiation and the variation of the maximum principal strain orientation, within the 
layer, for different limb rotations.  
 
 
Figure 5.1. Sequential initiation of discrete surfaces and insights for the orientations of 
maximum principal strains, at different limb dip angles, α. The fold displays layer 
orthogonal strain markers, tracking relative surface movement, and layer parallel lines, 
showing active surfaces within the layer. Different shades of gray denotes different 




Before buckling instability (for α=4o), no slip takes place and strain orientation is 
parallel to the horizontal compression. A strain marker, simulating sedimentary dykes or 
quartz veins in nature (Tanner, 1989), is introduced at the fold limbs where the total slip 
is expected to take place. During buckle folding, flexural slip activates several discrete 
surfaces, offsetting the strain marker that was originally undeformed. Strain orientations 
at α=40o show that individual bedding units deform individually by extension (top) and 
compression (bottom), resembling the tangential longitudinal strain model for the hinge 
position. The strain distribution toward the hinges is locally partitioned by the initiation 
of considerable slip at the limbs, where mainly shear strain takes place. Flexural slip 
ceases and most of the surfaces are sticking for α=87o. The strain orientations show that 
the fold is deforming as for welded contacts, with outer arc extension and inner arc 
compression. 
This effect was recognized by Couples et al. (1998) as the strain partitioning 
during hierarchical initiation of mechanical units and generation of complex fracture sets.  
Figure 5.1 illustrates well how overprinting of fractures can occur from a single 
deformation event. In addition, discrete surfaces that are close to the center of the layer 
activate with ease and induce detachment of a greater amount of the discrete contact. The 
strain marker, conveniently introduced at the limb and assumed to be orthogonal to the 
cylindrical fold, records the sense of shear and the amount of slip that took place since its 
formation. However, this marker does not inform if surfaces are still active or not. 
Conditions in nature are not as favorable for the formation of dykes and veins as the 
numerical model case. The formation of these structures, if they even form, at orthogonal 
orientation to bedding, striking parallel to the axial plane of the fold, and close to the fold 
limbs, is very unlikely. Moreover, development of non-cylindrical fold geometries would 
complicate even more the interpretation of these strain markers in the field.  
 
5.2. QUANTITATIVE COMPARISONS 
The quantitative nature of the numerical modeling results presented enables to 
gain a better understanding of the role of the flexural slip mechanism when compared to 
different folding systems. As stated by Tanner (1989), quantitative data on flexural slip 
surfaces in the field is extremely rare due to the lack of suitable strain markers. While 
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several field studies provide the mean value of slip for a specific flexural slip fold (Dubey 
and Cobbold, 1976, Tanner, 1989), to the authors’ knowledge, Tanner’s (1989) data sets 
on ‘Chevron’ folds represent the only available field data quantifying slip on individual 
surfaces; quantitative field observations for buckle folds are not available. In addition, a 
data set enabling comparison is based on laboratory buckling experiments of a lubricated 
effective single layer (Schmid and Podladchikov, 2006) configuration of plasticine 
material (Behzadi and Dubey, 1980) resulting in ‘Chevron’ folds. However, quantitative 
information on the limb thinning for this experiment is not available and the slip data is 
normalized with respect to the initial thickness (thickness change should be small). 
Furthermore, Ramsay (1967, 1974) proposes curvature analysis in order to provide a first 
order estimation of the amount of slip on a discrete surface rotated with a finite dip angle. 
The nature of the equation present in Ramsay’s work (1967) implies that it is applicable 
for elliptical fold shapes (Ghassemi et al., 2010). The new version of this equation 
(Ramsay, 1974), now for chevron fold shapes, accounts for a flexural flow component 
and the amount of total slip is a function of the tangent of the limb dip. However, bedding 
unit thickness is assumed constant and frictional resistance is not taken into account. 
Thus, if the flexural flow component is neglected, representing no internal deformation, 
this relationship can be considered as an upper limit for flexural slip on a curved surface, 
and the normalized total slip in shown as: 
 
𝑆𝑛 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛(𝛼)   (5.1) 
 
Figure 5.2 shows the comparison of Sn over  for various data sets to the 
numerical model results for ns=7 and varying bedding thickness (model #3c, refer to 
Table 3.4). For the early stages of fold amplification (i.e. <24°), it can be observed that 
the slip magnitudes of the numerical model (3 curves) are in good agreement with one 
dataset of the field observations (Field#1 in Figure 5.2) and the laboratory experiments 
(i.e. magnitudes are similar). It should be noted that this agreement occurs without aiming 
to reproduce the specific conditions of folding for the field data or the laboratory 
experiment. For larger limb dip angles (24°<<90°), Sn for the numerical models 
increases uniformly from 9°<<50° and reaches a steady plateau for >50°. While these 
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slip magnitudes are similar to data points of slip surfaces showing low Sn magnitude of 
Tanner’s (1989) data (Field#2 & Field#3 in Figure 5.2), the higher magnitude data points 
of Tanner’s (1989) data (Field#2 & Field#3 in Figure 5.2) are not matched. The 
numerical simulation ranges from 0.00<Sn<0.40. 
 
 
Figure 5.2. Comparison of the total amount of slip for model #3c (refer to Table 3.4), 
geometrical relationships, field data from three different folds, and laboratory 
experiments. Model #3c comprises a fold with oddly distributed bedding thicknesses, 
friction coefficient, μ, equals to 0.6, and 1000 meters overburden. [1] Ramsay (1974); [2] 
Tanner (1989); [3] Behzadi and Dubey (1980). 
 
The sensitivity of the numerical model #3c to a lower friction coefficient (model 
#6a, Figure 5.3) leads to the development of different fold shapes (i.e. box folds). Some 
of the magnitudes from the numerical models (5 surfaces) intersect the laboratory data at 
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Figure 5.3. Comparison of the total amount of slip for model #6a (refer to Table 3.4), 
geometrical relationships, field data from three different folds, and laboratory 
experiments. Model #6a represents same specification of model #3c, but low frictional 
behavior, μ=0.4. [1] Ramsay (1974); [2] Tanner (1989); [3] Behzadi and Dubey (1980). 
 
Similar box fold shapes are observed for the sensitivity of model #3c to lower 
overburden load (model #6b, Figure 5.4). Slip magnitudes of field data smaller than 0.12 
and greater than 1.00 are plotted outside of the numerical simulation limits. The modeling 





Figure 5.4. Comparison of the total amount of slip for model #6b (refer to Table 3.4), 
geometrical relationships, field data from three different folds, and laboratory 
experiments. Model #6b represents same specification of model #3c, but low overburden 
load, OVB=500m. [1] Ramsay (1974); [2] Tanner (1989); [3] Behzadi and Dubey (1980). 
 
The last sensitivity of model #3c is for both low friction and low overburden load 
(model #6c, Figure 5.5). As expected, box fold shapes develop and all of the numerical 
simulation slip curves display similar magnitudes to the laboratory experiments for 
<36°. The modeled curves are more close to each other, ranging from 0.38<Sn<1.25, 
and not comprising most of the lower field data magnitudes. Slip curves that reach 





Figure 5.5. Comparison of the total amount of slip for model #6c (refer to Table 3.4), 
geometrical relationships, field data from three different folds, and laboratory 
experiments. Model #6c represents same specification of model #3c, but both low 
friction, μ=0.4, and low overburden load, OVB=500m. [1] Ramsay (1974); [2] Tanner 
(1989); [3] Behzadi and Dubey (1980). 
 
Ramsay’s (1967, 1974) formula matches well the laboratory data, as the 
experiment constraints and conditions would tend to simulate frictionless flexural slip. 
The laboratory data shows that a plateau is reached whenever slip stops (for >45°), as in 
the numerical simulations. For the ‘Chevron folds’ developed in the laboratory 
experiments, the significant increase in Sn after =36° is caused by the ‘locking up’ of the 
limb and the subsequent creation of void space underneath the fold hinge. This 
subsequently leads to limb thinning, hence enhancing the slip magnitude occurring on the 
stretched limb. In contrast, the buckle folds resulting from the numerical models 
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experience slight limb thickening (~10-13%) depending on the amount of slip that takes 
place (more slip results in less thickening), and no Chevron folds were considered. 
The numerical simulations considered in this work develop variable fold shapes 
(sinusoidal, parabolic, ellipsoidal, double hinge (Ghassemi et al., 2010)) depending on the 
amount of limb dip rotation increment induced by the flexural slip. It needs to be noted 
that the comparison of the numerical box folds does not aim to reproduce/match the 
outcrop and laboratory data from the Chevron folds from Tanner (1989) and (Behzadi 
and Dubey, 1980), but represents an alternative case showing that higher slip magnitudes 
are possible for different fold shapes. It is beyond the scope of this contribution to 
reproduce the observations of these studies, as the specific boundary conditions and 
material properties for the evolution of these Chevron folds is unknown. Moreover, it 
needs to be clarified that the field observations (Tanner, 1989) only represent a single 
data point of flexural slip throughout the fold’s deformation history. The strain path, i.e. 
the evolution of flexural slip over time remains unknown. The analytical formula 
magnitudes may approach the field data and numerical modeling if the shear strain within 
the layer is considered, as the numerical simulations tend to reach values that approach 
better the field data.  
It should be noted that any agreement of the numerical simulation with the field data 
or laboratory experiment is obtained without aiming to reproduce the specific conditions 
of the development of these folds. In order to better match these data sets, more 
information about the folding conditions would be necessary (i.e. individual discrete 
surface friction coefficient, initial overburden thickness, rock rheology, boundary 
conditions, etc.); this is considered beyond the scope of this contribution.   
 
5.3. RHEOLOGY AND FOLD LIMB MOMENTUM  
As shown previously in Table 3.1, the viscosity of the competent layer, ηl, is not 
increased higher than 5*10
21
 Pa s in order to avoid elastic buckle folding and 
concentrations of unrealistic stress magnitudes. In the other hand, the consideration of 
lower competent layer viscosities would induce too much shear stresses release, making 
it unlikely for the flexural slip mechanism to take place. For instance, the slip tendency of 
models with ηl=5*10
21
 Pa s and ηl=5*10
20
 were compared in Figure 5.6. Refer to model 
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#1 of Table 3.4 for both simulations. For low viscosity, slip tendency is very low, Ω=0.19 
(α=20o), and the initiation of flexural slip for this case seems unlikely, even for low 
friction and low overburden load. 
 
 
Figure 5.6. Slip tendency for models with low and high viscosities. Slip initiates for 
ηl=5*10
21
 Pa s, however, the slip tendency does not increase beyond 0.2 for ηl=5*10
20
 
and flexural slip is judged very unlikely in this case.  
 
For the geologic strain rate considered, 𝜀̇=10-14, buckle folding is mainly a viscous 
process. Due to that, changes in the elastic modulus, E, would result in some variations to 
the volumetric strains, i.e. thickening of competent layer during pure shear deformation. 
Stiffer materials, high E, are expected to amplify slightly more and thicken less than soft 
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materials, low E. Models for variations of Young’s modulus are not displayed here as 
they do not display meaningful results.  
The viscoelastic rheology considered is suitable for geotechnical studies at 
subsurface exploration depths (500-5000 meters), as shown by this study. However, cases 
that consider shallower depths, or higher strain rates, would approach more brittle elastic 
responses and fracture initiation would have to be considered. For instance, chevron folds 
are assumed to develop with flexural slip during elastic folding, requiring the 
consideration of fracture initiation. At greater depths (>15 km), flexural slip initiation 
would not occur, given the decrease in rock strength with depth (brittle-ductile transition) 
and enormous overburden load over possible discrete surfaces. 
As flexural slip influence increases for the several buckle fold models studied, the 
increase in limb rotation is observed to be the main factor that causes the development of 
different fold shapes. An analogy with classic mechanics theories of torque and 
momentum is introduced to explain the development of different fold shapes due to limb 
rotation. As shown in Figure 5.7, if slip does not take place a great portion of the fold 
limbs rotate at a slow rotation rate and the fold amplifies more. As flexural slip takes 
place, the internal mechanical units contribute to the torque individually and limb rotation 
takes place at a region with smaller radius. During flexural slip, the fold limb rotation rate 
is increased and the fold amplifies less. 
The rheology plays a role on the concentration of momentum within the fold 
limbs. Inner portions of the fold must behave as competent plates that stand internal 
deformation and induce limb rotation. This fact is also favorable for the initiation of 
flexural slip as shear stress increases at bedding units. It is assumed that the energy is 
conserved during buckling (same constraints in both models) and the momentum of 





Figure 5.7. Limb dip incremental rotation due to induced torque from slip initiation, at 
shortening ε=20%. The pivot point is located at the inflexion region of the limb and the 
arm of momentum is delimitated by the dashed arrows. If the layer remains welded (top), 
the fold rotates at a greater radius, at slower rotation rates and amplifies more. As slip 
takes place (bottom), the rotation at the limbs is delimitated by the individual units that 
activate. During flexural slip, the whole fold rotates around the bedding units that are 
deforming independently. Thus the arm of momentum decreases length, rotation rate 




6. CONCLUSIONS  
 
This study represents the first extensive quantitative data set of flexural slip 
during buckle fold evolution (considering in situ stresses) and provides detailed 
information about the spatial and temporal evolution of the resulting slip magnitudes. The 
results presented have several implications considering the mechanism of flexural slip 
folding and folding in general.  
Flexural slip is most likely to occur in effective single layer buckle folds 
consisting of stacks of competent units. For multilayer configurations featuring 
alternating sequences of competent and incompetent units internal simple shear 
deformation in the incompetent unit prevents slip. 
The numerical modeling results for effective single layer buckle folds show that 
flexural slip during buckling is in agreement with the conceptual model for flexural slip. 
The key control parameters for the resulting slip distribution are the number of bedding 
contacts and degree of mechanical coupling (as indicated by the friction coefficient). The 
cumulative amount of slip increases as the number of bedding contacts is increased. For a 
lower degree of mechanical coupling different fold shapes, such as box folds, result 
during buckling. 
Based on the latter observation it is important to distinguish that flexural slip may 
not represent the general overall folding mechanism, such as buckling or bending, but 
rather indicates an internal deformation mechanism, which may or may not be activated 
during folding. The following conditions apply for buckling: 
 The buckled layer represents a stack of competent units embedded in a 
less competent matrix. 
 Cohesionless discrete contacts must be previously formed and the density 
of occurrence of these contacts, close to the center of the fold, facilitates 




7. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 
The main limitation of this study relates to the viscoelastic rheology definition. 
The flexural slip is expected to be more influent in elastic conditions, as observed for 
chevron folds in nature; however, the viscoelastic material considered is not capable of 
initiating fractures. At surface conditions, the viscoelastic rheology is not valid and a 
different approach would be necessary. Stress release from elastic failure would help on 
the prediction of more accurate slip magnitudes. Other limitations would be the 
consideration of cylindrical folds, isotropic properties, hydrostatic pore pressure, constant 
friction coefficient, and only mechanic process. 
Future work firstly include the consideration of a rheology that accounts for a 
failure criteria (i.e. Mohr-Coulomb, Drucker-Prager) and study the complex set of 
fractures that arise from a single flexural slip folding event. In addition, a specific study 
on the permeability of the sliding surfaces would need to be conducted in order to 
understand preferable pathways within naturally fractured flexural slip folds. In addition, 
evaluation of the importance of thermal and chemical effects on the flexural slip 
mechanism could add additional meaningful parameters to the purely mechanical 
simulation. At last, non-cylindrical folds would have to be considered to understand the 
implications of three-dimensional slip. All these considerations increase significantly the 
computational work and would require a combination of efficient finite element code 
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